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Reorganization and duties

From the funds in Specific Appropriation XXXX, the state chief information officer shall appoint a chief data officer who must have experience in the development and implementation of open data initiatives. The chief data officer, in consultation with state agencies shall develop an enterprise data inventory that describes the data created or collected by a state agency, including geospatial data used in a state agency's geographic information system, and recommend options and associated costs for developing and maintaining an open data catalog that is machine-readable. For purposes of developing the inventory, the data officer shall establish a process and a reporting format for state agencies to provide an inventory that describes all current datasets aggregated or stored by the state agency. The inventory shall include, but is not limited to: 1) the title and description of the information contained within the dataset; 2) a description of how the data is maintained, including standards or terminologies used to structure the data; 3) any existing or planned application programming interface used to publish the data; 4) a description of the data contained in any such existing interface; and 5) a description of the data expected to be contained in any currently planned interface. The chief data officer shall recommend potential methods for standardizing data across state agencies that will promote interoperability and reduce the collection of duplicative data, identify what state agency data may be considered open data, recommend open data technical standards and terminologies for use by state agencies, and recommend options and all associated costs for the state to develop and maintain an open data catalog.

From the funds in Specific Appropriations 2916, $2,244,197 is provided for 21 positions for the Agency for State Technology. No funds are provided for the following positions numbered as 984090, 985007, 985009, 985010, 985012, 985014, 985017, and 985024.

From the funds in Specific Appropriations 2932, $14,686,194 is provided for the 172 positions for the State Data Center. No funds are provided for the following positions numbered as 983732, 983748, 983774, 983831, 983839, 983840, 983843, 984026, 984058, 984077, 984079 and 984082.

Advisory services

From the funds in Specific Appropriations XXXX, $559,234 is provided for independent advisory services for statewide initiatives.

Senate Back of Bill Offer #1

Department of Lottery

Back of Bill Language

SECTION ???. The Legislature hereby adopts by reference the changes to the approved operating budget as set forth in Budget Amendment EOG#2017-B0496 as submitted on April 27, 2017, by the Governor on behalf of the Department of Lottery for approval by the Legislative Budget Commission (LBC). The Governor shall modify the approved operating budget for Fiscal Year 2016-2017 consistent with the amendment. This section is effective upon becoming law.